Contact: Peoples of the Salmon
Gisto: gistoshouse@gmail.com

MEDIA RELEASE

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

URGENT: Join the Sovereign Movement – Restore Our Inalienable Rights!
Vancouver, BC, October 18, 2021 – The original [in]digenous1 governors and keepers of the land of Kanata, the
Peoples of the Salmon are taking a brave stance against the tyranny and corruption of the government of the
Corporation of Canada2, and encourage all Canadians to join in their fight to restore our Sovereign, Human Rights and
Freedoms. To this end, a tribunal judgement and order was served on October 4, 2021:
“TO CEASE & DESIST, EMERGENCY INJUNCTION and WRIT OF MANDAMUS Under Natural Law, Common Law, Treaty
Law, Articles 6 and 7 of the International Criminal Court Statute, the Nuremberg Code, the Geneva Conventions, the
United Nations Declaration of Human Rights, United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, the Final
Judgment of the Natural and Common Law Tribunal for Public Health and Justice.”
Headsman for the Peoples of the Salmon, Popois stated, "We all need to walk off this ‘corporate ship of [Ad]miralty’,
and claim back our security of our PERSON, which was stolen from us with the birth certificate. When you join the
Peoples of the Salmon, we will make sure that YOU are the secured party of your property, no longer a fetus on a
mother[ship]. You then reclaim your Sovereign Spirit. When we walk in unity, we will take us all out of the corporation…
We all have a common goal to be free, to be sovereign, with our Common Law de jure government.”
In joining ‘Kanata’, consent to be governed by the Corporation of Canada is removed, land [en]titlements remain intact,
Sovereign ID passports will be issued for global use, and a basic income to supplement employment will be provided
for all. This will be invoked once we have the account in place and monetized. Transparency is a must! A membership
addresses two things; your exchange of energy for taking back your Birth certificate, and secondly to provide the
passport app for use as an [ex]emption.
As a first step, a petition has been created by the PotS to put an end to the anarchy of the governing bodies and all
who are contributing to the genocide, and of crimes against humanity on our beautiful and God given Nation. Before
October 25, with Parliament now prorogued to November, we require five (5) million signatures, as a vote of
confidence, to counter the suggested number of votes obtained by Justin Trudeau in the recent illegal election. The
petition is addressed to Governor General Mary May Simon, and the purpose is to remove our consent to be governed
and to revoke our consent for the listed types of entities and [in]dividuals to have [au]thority over our actions, choices
and property. Please sign and share this petition with all Canadians who desire a fruitful life and peace on Earth. The
petition may be signed at https://peoplesofthesalmon.net/about/removal-of-consent-to-be-governed/ or at
https://www.change.org/p/urgent-canada-we-the-people-right-the-wrongs
For more information, please contact Gisto at gistoshouse@gmail.com
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1. Words with [brackets] in Common Law alters the word from a negative connotation to a positive
2. https://anishinaabek.com/2016/06/30/how-canada-is-not-a-country

